
Hello, 
 
This short document confirms or clarifies previous communications.  This ISN’T a long 
document, it is just to have the agreement on paper.  
 
This document covers your participation in what is currently called the Kurtherian Gambit Fans 
Write Anthology. (The Anthology.)   
 
For STORY a story (Story) written for The Anthology between AUTHOR NAME (Collaborator) 
and LMBPN Publishing (LMBPN) which is a collaboration written using The Kurtherian Gambit 
Universe (KGU). Here are the details: 
 
1) LMBPN Agrees to purchase the exclusive rights to publish your Story in a single Kurtherian 
Gambit Fans Write Volume.   
 
2) Rights in Kurtherian Gambit Universe. LMBPN grants to collaborator the limited, 
nonexclusive, nontransferable, revocable right to create a story using elements from the 
Kurtherian Gambit Universe, The Kurtherian Gambit Universe and characters etc. etc. belong 
to Michael Anderle and LMBPN. You may not use KGU elements or elements used as a part 
of this Story for work not published by LMBPN. 
 
3) Rights Author Grant to LMBPN; No Reversion. Due to the collaborative nature of 
writing in the KGU, you are granting us broad licenses in your Story and the new 
elements included in your Story, and the rights to your Story will not be reverted once it 
is published in The Anthology.  
 

(a) Exclusive License to your Story.  Effective as of the date we first make your Story 
available through The Anthology, you grant us the exclusive, irrevocable license for the 
full term of copyright protection available (including renewals), to develop, license, 
reproduce, print, publish, distribute, translate, display, publicly perform and transmit your 
Story, in whole and in part, in each country in the world, in all languages and formats, 
and by all means now known or later developed, and the right to prepare derivative 
works of your Story.  
 
(b) Exclusive License to all New Elements in Your Story.  Effective as of the date we 
first make your Story available through The Anthology, you grant us the exclusive, 
irrevocable license for the full term of copyright protection available (including renewals), 
to all rights you have in the original copyrightable elements included in your Story, such 
as the original characters, scenes and events. You agree that the New Elements are 
available for unrestricted use by us without any additional compensation, notification or 
attribution, including that we may allow other LMBPN authors and other third parties to 
use the New Elements.  The licenses that you grant us are exclusive.  This means that 
you may not, and may not authorize any other party to, develop, license, reproduce, 
print, publish, distribute, translate, display, publicly perform, prepare derivative works of, 
or transmit your Story, in whole or in part, or any work containing any of the New 
Elements, except with our prior consent.  If your work is currently available on other 
sites, except as a part of the Kurtherian Gambit Fans Write process, including your blog 
or website, even if free, you must remove it from those sites prior to publication of The 
Anthology.  
 



(c) Right of Publicity.  You grant us the right to use your name, biographical 
information, photograph, and likeness in connection with your Story and participation in 
The Anthology.  

 
 
4) Payment:  As full consideration of the rights you grant us under this Agreement, we will pay 
you $250 US dollars. Payment will be made via PayPal to the PayPal account you specify 
below. (Or any other mutually agreed payment method.) Payment will be made within ten days 
from the date of release of The Anthology. 
 
5.  Acceptance of your Story: We determine the content we accept and distribute through The 
Anthology. If we request additional information relating to your Story, such as information 
confirming that you have all rights required to permit our distribution of your Story, you will 
promptly and accurately provide the information requested.  We reserve the right to cease 
publication or remove the availability of your Story at any time for any or no reason. 
 
6.  Editorial Privilege: LMBPN retains the final editorial privilege on the Story provided to the 
LMBPN from Author.  Author understands that LMBPN may alter, add, delete, or otherwise 
modify the material in any way that it deems, in its sole opinion, necessary to make the material 
suitable for LMBPN’s publication needs.  
 
7.  Representation of Original Work:  Author agrees that the Story submitted is an original 
creation, and agrees to indemnify LMBPN against actions that rise from prior copyright or 
copyright violation in the work. 
 
8) Author’s Credits: LMBPN agrees to acknowledge in the published version of The 
Anthology, Author’s contribution to the development of the published commercial product. 
 
LMBPN will properly credit Authors as such in any work published by LMBPN and will include 
a copyright notice for the Story in The Anthology. 
 
 
Agreed and Accepted: 
 
 
LMBPN Publishing:  ___________________________ 
 
 
 
Date: _________________ 
 
 
 
Collaborator: __________________________ 
 
 
 
Date: ______________________________ 
 
 
Collaborator PayPal Account ID (Email address): __________________________ 


